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The Total Budget Management is one of the experience come from the 
succeed enterprise in developed countries for many years. It’s a management 
mode in modern enterprise that consisted of systematism, stratagem and 
personalism. The transaction, capital and information are integrated; the 
authorization and distribution are achieved explicitly and properly; the result is 
evaluated by a method of strategy driven. Finally, the resource has been 
configured properly; the work has been done high cooperatively; the strategy 
has been carried efficiently; the business has been improved persistently; the 
value has been added stably. In current situation, this theory has a significantly 
meaning for the telecom enterprise optimize the resource configuration, improve 
the core competence.  
The Business Budget Model is an application of Total Budget Model 
theory in telecom enterprise. It’s also an important method of Total Budget 
Management in local telecom network. A large amount of history data have 
been captured, analyzed and calculated. The finance and investment budget are 
fully concerned. The finance, investment, material supply and business cost can 
be efficiently controlled in the activity of enterprise business management. So 
the enterprise can achieve a sustained and corresponded development. 
The Business Budget Model is a business control model; it is an efficient 
tool of scientific management; it is a budgetary arrangement; it is a carry and 
execution of enterprise business management decision. If the business budget 
model has been schemed and executed carefully, the scientific management 
level of the enterprise must be improved. The business budget model is a 
reflection of enterprise management requirement in information society; it meets 
the requirement of the market to the enterprise; it has a stronger sensitivity in the 
budget and control aspect. From the characteristic of the enterprise and market 
information, we can scheme the business budget early and execute the business 













from passiveness to pre-control and scientific management. 
This paper starts from the Total Budget Management. Then the background 
and significance of building the budget model of China Telecom local network 
will be analyzed.  The essential and framework of the budget model is 
emphasized. The application case comes from a medium telecom network in 
china. The scheme, application, control process and final result of the budget 
model will be introduced. The operation skill and several relation must be 
concerned are also introduced. The introduction extends to several controls 
which the model can realize. Finally, this paper analyzed the foreground of the 
application of Business Budget Model, and the IT solidification of the model is 
also launched.  
The structure of this paper is : part I，the characteristic of telecom network, 
the significance of building Business Budget Model; Part II, the background of 
business budget model; Part III, the essential and framework of telecom network 
business budget model; Part IV, operation skill and several relation of Business 
Budget Model, several controls which the model can realize; Part V, foreground 
and IT solidification of Business budget Model. 
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第一章  绪论 
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图 1-1  电信本地网网络架构 
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